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Abstract Advanced THz setups require high performance optical elements with large
numerical apertures and small focal lengths. This is due to the high absorption of
humid air and relatively low efficiency of commercially available detectors. Here, we
propose a new type of double-sided sub-THz diffractive optical element with sup-
pressed geometrical aberration for narrowband applications (0.3 THz). One side of the
element is designed as thin structure in non-paraxial approach which is the exact
method, but only for ideally flat elements. The second side will compensate phase
distribution differences between ideal thin structure and real volume one. The
computer-aided optimization algorithm is performed to design an additional phase
distribution of correcting layer assuming volume designing of the first side of the
element. The experimental evaluation of the proposed diffractive component created
by 3D printing technique shows almost two times larger performance in comparison
with uncorrected basic diffractive lens.
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Narrowband

1 Introduction

THz beam shaping has vast applications in modern technology. Depending on the
application and the material used for manufacturing, it can be practically realised as
refractive elements [1], reflective mirror surfaces [2], diffractive structures [3] or
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structures including metamaterials [4]. Focusing on diffractive elements that are
thinner require smaller amount of material, are easier in positioning and are lighter,
we can generally consider two main types of applications of designed diffractive
optical elements (DOEs). The first one describes the beam shaping providing the
expected amplitude and phase distributions at a particular plane in space [5]. It can be
often used in THz systems with active illumination. Another type of elements can be
generally considered as energy concentrators on different kinds of detectors.
Moreover, for detector matrices, a special imaging process is often used. Energy
concentration or imaging can be realised for both active and passive illumination.

The next aspect, that should be analysed, concerns spectral characteristics of
manufactured element for the performed experiment. Many devices working in active
mode have narrowband characteristics. Typically, the exact frequency of the THz
beam is assumed. The narrowband operation is mostly realised by detectors (narrow
spectral line or heterodyne detection). Moreover, using standard diffractive optical
elements introducing phase retardation of 2π limits their application to narrowband
operation. However, advanced diffractive optics (applied also in THz range) has
several advantages, for example, suppressing the geometrical and chromatic aberration
[6]. Moreover, such elements are relatively compact and thin, so the attenuation, the
weight and the material cost is not significant [7]. In case of using a little bit thicker
elements, when the phase retardation is a multiple of 2π for the design wavelength
(DWL), a high order kinoform structures are generated that may work in a wide
frequency range [8–10], so suppressing also chromatic aberration in DOEs is possible.

Here, we limit our considerations to diffractive optics designed for narrowband
applications. The analysed lens-like elements have their focal lengths equal to their
diameters, which requires sophisticated non-paraxial designing process. We prove that
not taking into account the real thickness of the designed DOE (which is the order of
single mm in sub-THz range) introduces a significant phase error, which decreases the
performance of the element. We show that the proper phase correction added on the
opposite side of the element can significantly improve the efficiency of the diffractive
optics. No matter what attenuation of the material we will assume, the errors occur-
ring in the difference of designing thin and thick elements being only phase structures
are causing decrease of the efficiency of the designed element.

2 Theoretical Background

We assume that the lens-like element is illuminated with a quasi-monochromatic plane
wave; thus, we expect the diffraction limited focal spot [11] at a distance of the focal
length behind the element. According to the theory, geometrical aberrations should
enlarge the focal spot size and decrease its intensity. Moreover, in the case of the
refractive element, its transmittance of THz radiation in the centre is significantly
lower than in outer parts of the element. It results from larger thickness in the middle
of the structure and therefore higher attenuation introduced by the medium, which
leads to additional boost of geometrical aberrations [8, 11]. The simplest alternative to
the refractive element for narrowband illumination is a diffractive one which is thin
(no attenuation of medium) and in case of continuous phase profile (kinoform
structure) reaches 100% of diffractive efficiency.
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In theoretical considerations, the lens can be represented by a complex transmittance under
paraxial approximation [11] (small angles approximation, thus on-axis propagation) which in
spherical coordinates can be described as:

T rð Þ ¼ e−
ikr2
2 f ; ð1Þ

where k = 2π/λ, is the wave number, f—focal length and the structure is assumed to be flat with
maximal phase retardation of 2π.

In the case sub-THz optics, mostly the diameter of the element is almost equal to its focal
length f and then the complex transmittance is described with the equation in the non-paraxial
approach [11] (large angles and off-axis propagation):

T rð Þ ¼ e−ik
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2þ f 2

p
; ð2Þ

where d = f = 50 mm.
Numerical calculations lead to results presented in Fig. 1. The phase distribution of two

diffractive elements designed as kinoform structures—one in paraxial approach (on-axis) and
other in non-paraxial approach (off-axis)—is shown in Fig. 1a, b, respectively, while the
difference between these two approaches is illustrated in Fig. 1c. Additionally, the diagrams of
the phase value versus the distance from the middle are shown to illustrate the difference
between two thin designing approaches. Notice that the subtraction of these two phase
distributions is illustrated in Fig. 1c and it can be clearly seen that in the middle there is
almost no difference between on- and off- axis approaches while on the edge this difference
becomes significant. In Fig. 1, we can see the phase distributions (on the left) and their cross-
sections (on the right).

To suppress the geometrical aberration, we propose to add the correcting structure
on one side of the manufactured element. It compensates the negative influence of the
difference between the theoretical assumption that structure is totally flat and real
manufacturing process that forms an element having particular thickness. The
computer-aided optimization is performed to design a phase correction layer on the
opposite side of the element designed in the non-paraxial regime.

Fig. 1 The phase distribution for paraxial (a) and non-paraxial designs (b) together with their cross-sections. The
difference between a and b is shown in c which corresponds to the phase difference. The lens diameter
d = 50 mm, focal length f = 50 mm, design wavelength DWL= 1 mm. The black colour corresponds to 0 π
phase shift, while white denotes 2 π phase shift
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3 Numerical Modelling

The calculation matrix used for numerical modelling was composed of 4096 × 4096 pixels
with sampling period of 117 μm in both directions. The design wavelength was assumed to be
1 mm (which corresponds to 0.3 THz). Each pixel corresponds to the complex number
representing the amplitude and the phase distributions of the sample. The propagation
algorithm was based on the wave optics approach which allows to maintain thick structure
design. Taking into account both the refractive index and the attenuation of the material, the
calculations were performed by dividing the real thickness of the structure (1.56 mm) into 32
parallel slices (each having the thickness of 48.75 μm). In the volume of the element, the light
propagation was calculated using the modified beam propagation method (BPM) [12]. The
transformation of the complex light field between slices was calculated using the non-paraxial
approach of the modified convolution method (MCM) [13, 14].

The diffractive elements were manufactured by means of 3D printing from poly-
amide 12 (PA12) [5], which at the frequency of 0.3 THz has the refractive index
n = 1.64 and the absorption coefficient 0.27 cm−1. The sampling of numerical model-
ling was adjusted to the voxel size of the machine used for 3D printing. The cost of
the element depends on the time of working of the machine (depending on the
volume of the structure), so structures having only one side are a little bit less
expensive. Nevertheless, the cost of manufacturing single lens is dependent on its
size and accuracy but in comparison with other techniques is cost-efficient (mostly the
manufacturing of one lens is not exceeding 100 euro due to the low volume of the
elements, typically it is much less due to the fact that price significantly decreases
when multiple lenses are manufactured in single manufacturing process).

Here, three structures were analysed: kinoform lens designed in paraxial approximation,
kinoform lens designed with non-paraxial approach and a structure that is the combination of
non-paraxially designed kinoform lens on one side and advanced phase correcting element on
the other. The correcting structure was calculated with new algorithm based on the comparison
of the ideal thin structure phase distribution with the phase retardation introduced by real thick
element (calculated by means of modified BPM). The algorithm enabling simulations of
volume structures allows to predict the differences encountered during experimental evaluation
of manufactured element in comparison with simulated thin theoretical element. The novelty
can be described as the necessity of the phase correction added to the thin phase element
(calculated as the difference with volume structure) to correct the phase distribution after the
optical element to be ideal. It means that we do not only simulate volume structures, we do not
only simulate thin structures, but we do the combined simulations (taking into account that the
resulting element is actually a volume structure) to obtain ideal phase profile after the structure.

The algorithm illustrated in Fig. 2 determines the phase distribution of the correcting layer.
In the first step, the phase distribution of the thin element φideal is calculated. Then, it is
compared with the phase distribution of the element φvolume calculated as the volume structure
taking into account the modified BPM. These two phase distributions are subtracted and
complex coupled to obtain inverse phase distribution compensating the error. Considering
phase transmittances of these structures we can write:

eiφideal
� �*⋅eiφvolume

h i*
¼ ei φvolume−φidealð Þ

h i*
¼ eiφcorrection ; ð3Þ
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where

eiφideal ‐phase transmittance of an ideal thin structure
eiφvolume ‐phase transmittance after a volume propagation

and when we assume that all amplitudes are uniform and equal to unity.
The main assumption is to correct the difference between the phase distribution of the ideal

converging kinoform lens and the phase distribution of the wavefront after propagation
through the real thick structure. A thin phase structure is obtained from the Eq. (2). The initial
phase distribution of volume structure was obtained after the propagation using modified beam
propagation method through the volume medium. Then, in order to achieve the difference
between the phase distribution of the thin and the thick structures, the numerical algorithm was
designed (Fig. 2a). At first, the phase distribution of the ideal thin structure was complex
conjugated and added to the phase distribution received after the propagation in the volume
structure. In the next step, the complex conjugating of the phase transmittance was performed
once again and this resulted in the phase distribution of correcting structure. Such structure was
3D printed on the back of the non-paraxially designed kinoform lens as shown in Fig. 2b.
Applying such additional structure on the examined DOE significantly increased the efficiency
of the kinoform structure.

4 Experimental Results

The experimental investigations were conducted in the optical system presented in Fig. 3. It
consisted of tuneable VDI multiplier as a source, chopper connected to the lock-in system and
mirror and parabolic mirror (PM) to create parallel beam. Then, this light was focused on a
pinhole by additional lens and behind it formed a quasi-spherical THz wave. After propagation
at 5 m, we assumed to have almost parallel beam with relatively uniform power distribution
that illuminated the tested structure. All data were captured by raster scanning with a single
detector consisting of a Si MOSFET and a bow-tie antenna with a radius of 60 μm. The XY

Fig. 2 An illustration of the corrected lens designing process (a) and the cross-section of the corrected double-
sided lens with marked size (b). All circular images corresponds to phase distributions, where black colour
means 0π phase shift, while white denotes 2π phase shift. Two cross-sections illustrate thicknesses of structures
in mm
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plane was scanned at a focal distance behind the examined structure [15] with the resolution of
300 μm.

The experiment was carried out for three structures illustrated in Fig. 4—one-sided on-axis
kinoform, one-sided off-axis kinoform and double-sided structure consisting of off-axis
kinoform and correcting element. All scans were carried out in the same conditions at room
temperature.

The experimental results are shown in Table 1 and are normalised to the value obtained for
the paraxially designed kinoform lens (Fig. 4a). All intensity distributions have been presented
as 2D diagrams and 3D plots in such a manner to enable comparison of the increase of the
efficiency in both non-paraxially designed structures (3D plots) and to show that the focal spot
remains small and close to the diffraction limit (2D intensity distributions). It is worth noticing
that the noise is significantly smaller for the off-axis kinoform structure with correcting layer
(Table 2). The noise level was calculated as the standard deviation of pixels’ values in the
background area.

Fig. 3 The scheme of the experimental setup using fast and sensitive Si MOSFET detectors

Fig. 4 The photographs of the paraxial kinoform lens (a), the non-paraxial kinoform lens (b) and the double-
sided structure (c) consisting of the non-paraxial kinoform lens (top) and the correcting structure (bottom)
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For the design wavelength DWL = 1 mm, the structure diameter d = 50 mm and the focal
length f = 50 mm the diffraction limited focal spot has the diameter close to the 2.44 mm.
According to the theoretical simulations and experimental evaluation, the size of each focal
spot was determined and presented in Table 2.

The maximal intensities shown in Table 1 were referred to the maximal intensity of the
structure designed with the paraxial approximation that was normalised to 1 a.u. in order to
facilitate the comparison of the achieved results. The non-paraxially designed structure has
about 60% higher peak in the focal spot than the lens designed using the paraxial

Table 1 The experimental results for three structures: the kinoform designed in the paraxial approximation, the
kinoform designed in the non-paraxial approximation and the double-sided kinoform with non-paraxial lens with
additional correcting structure
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Table 2 The comparison of focal spot sizes (diameters) for three types of lenses: the kinoform designed in the
paraxial approximation, the kinoform designed in the non-paraxial approximation and the double-sided kinoform
with non-paraxial lens with additional correcting structure

Type of lens Theoretical spot size [mm] Experimental spot size
[mm]

Kinoform designed in the paraxial approximation 6.6 6.3

Kinoform designed in the non-paraxial approxima-
tion

4.1 5.4

Double-sided structure: 3.6 4.2
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approximation. The kinoform created in the non-paraxial regime additionally equipped with a
corrective phase structure enabled to increase the efficiency even of 187%.

The intensity in the focal spot for lens designed in the paraxial approximation was
measured at the limit of the sensitivity of the detector; hence, it is difficult to
determine the real extent of the focal spot. However, both structures designed in the
non-paraxial approximation (with and without correction) have similar size of the
focal spot, which is close to the diffraction limit (which is also affected by illumi-
nating the structure not with ideal planar wave). The power distribution of the focal
spot formed by the lens with the correction is rounder and has sharper edges. In
Table 2, the diameters of focal spots formed by three structures are compared
(numerical simulation results with experimental data). According to the theory, the
focal spot size of the lens limited with the aperture is defined as the diameter of Airy
disc. Therefore, all values given in Table 2 are calculated between two points close to
the noise level that lie on the straight line passing through the maximum intensity of
the focal spot.

As we can see, the experimental spot sizes are a little bit bigger than data coming from
theoretical simulations, but in the reality, the theoretical assumptions never can be fully
fulfilled. Moreover, it is hard to unequivocally determine the place where the focal spot has
its edge.

5 Summary

In this article, we proposed an innovative algorithm enabling to significantly suppress the geomet-
rical aberration of the lens. To prove the rightness of the developed algorithm that corrects the
diffractive structure, we have designed, manufactured and tested three types of DOEs: the kinoform
designed in paraxial approximation, the kinoform designed in non-paraxial approach and double
sided structure that consist of the kinoform designed without approximation and the additional
correcting structure. Each of these structures was calculated using modified BPM and MCM
techniques, theywere manufactured by 3D printing and then experimentally evaluated in the optical
setup using very sensitive and having small dimension Si MOSFET detectors.

In conclusion, the non-paraxial approach of designing DOEs having their apertures similar
to their focal lengths gives better results than the paraxial approximation. Although both of
these elements have good efficiency, it can be easily shown that adding the proposed
correcting element significantly increases the efficiency of the lens-like element measured in
its focal spot. Such compensating structures can be easily designed for more sophisticated
optical elements than classical lens, which will allow to focus the radiation much more
efficiently using lightweight, low cost and flat DOEs. Such correcting structures as proposed
in this paper are attached on the other side of the already existing diffractive elements and have
very small thickness in comparison to the whole structure; therefore, their absorption can be
neglected due to the increase of efficiency they provide.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International
License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and repro-
duction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a
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